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We have quite a problem with mange in our local wombat population, but fortunately we have growing 

community awareness around the issue and support from the wonderful volunteer organisation, Mange 

Management, which does fantastic work and research into helping better understand this insidious and 

sometimes fatal condition in these lovely native mammals. In October 2021, a local volunteer was able 

to apply a treatment to a cute little wombat named “Blondie” because of it’s pale fur colour. Last week, 

another pale wombat was spotted on the Stage 5 Weathertop ridge and it too has mange. Despite the in-

clement weather conditions, this wombat was able to be treated so we are hoping for a good outcome. 

The question is—is this the same wombat? What do you think? 

Above: Blondie pictured on 7 October 2021, was treated 

with a one dose application by the pole & scoop method, 

requiring the volunteer to get very close to the animal 

and pouring the treatment down its back. Blondie was not 

impressed and hissed back at the volunteer and then ran 

through her legs back into the bush! 

Above: Blondie’s Twin, was also treated by the pole & scoop 

method. It is likely to lose more hair and scratch itself red raw 

before it gets better. Note the different nose markings and ear 

shape  to Blondie—which makes us question whether it is the 

same animal. 

Cape Chatter is taking a break for the remainder of the year and will return in early 2023 with hopefully lots of good news on 

successful mange treatment and some Hooded Plover breeding success along the Cape Paterson coastline! 

Have a great festive season, keep safe and tread lightly! 



Give ‘Blondie’s Twin’ a wide berth please ... 
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A pale wombat in daylight is an attraction for people walking along the ridgeline taking in the stunning views of Bass Strait. There are 

several fresh wombat burrows along the ridge and on the southern side and it is assumed Blondie’s Twin is using these. A wombat with 

mange will be out in daylight feeding to try and counter the illness it is dealing with. They can be sight restricted and stressed … so 

please keep a wide berth if you see it out and please do not enter the signposted revegetation area south of the ridge. Mange is very 

contagious, so it is also best to keep your dogs away from the burrows where the suspected mite which causes the condition will be 

harbouring. A couple of portable wildlife signs have been put in place in the area advising people about the wombat’s plight, and 

the case has been reported to Mange Management. 

Above: Blondie’s Twin was noticed late afternoon feeding on the ridge and the mange was very noticeable on both sides of the body. 

On the brighter side, how is this wonderful native flower I noticed near where the wombat was feeding—I believe it is a Riceflower, a 

small shrub that flowers in spring and was in a patch just south of the ridgetop.  

A joey with attitude ... There is a male joey Eastern Grey Kangaroo that has been hanging 

around with mum close by the oval and Moonshadow Ave  -  it is still 

feeding from mum  -  but has a lot of attitude. Not sure why this pair 

are keeping a distance from the mob but they appear healthy! 

The cute joey directing traf-

fic near the oval, doing a few  

stretching exercises and 

checking out the neighbours 

in Moonshadow Ave.  

STOP PRESS!! Mange Management advised today that Blondie and Blondie’s Twin are two different wombats based on the nose! 



Delightful small birds about at present ... 
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The calls of the Rufous Whistler are ringing out from the coastal bush and the Australian Reed Warbler has been calling from the cen-

tral wetland … both lovely birds with quite distinctive songs. 

The stunning little female Crescent Honeyeater is still visiting our home garden daily, these latest pictures from yesterday showing it 

feeding among a flowering Callistemon Pinifolius—nectar heaven! 



The Latham’s Snipe count ... 
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Our second Latham’s Snipe count was conducted last Saturday in warm, humid conditions … a rarity among the wintry weather we 

have been having. We managed to see seven Snipe flushed—five in the natural south-east wetland area (a good spot) and two more 

in another favoured spot in the bog/central wetland area. This is our best November result since we started back in 2019. Big 

thanks to the team of residents: Jeannie, Gabi, Joe, Helen and Ray for taking part and having a bit of ‘fun’ along the way. Our next 

survey is in January and we usually get bigger numbers of Snipe in that count. 

Latham’s Snipe are listed as a vulnerable species in Victoria. These remarkable birds fly around 12500 km from their breeding 

grounds in northern Japan to escape the freezing northern hemisphere and spend the warmer months in southern Australia. This 

journey can take many days and usually includes several stops—they arrive depleted and exhausted. They begin their return journey 

in February. They are tough little birds and it is a real treat to have them around The Cape where special habitat has been retained 

in the landscape for them. Our surveys work toward helping in their survival and maintenance of their habitat. 

Conspicuous by their absence ... We have had very few observations of Yellow-tailed Black Cocka-

toos this year around The Cape—not sure why. We usually have 

a few birds working the coastal bush feeding on Coastal Banksia 

and several birds normally venture into the emerging banksia in 

the estate’s streetscapes. I was lamenting their absence yesterday 

when, low and behold, a small flock of seven birds flew over 

and headed straight for the Lone Pine near the central wetland. 

They did not stay long and headed off further west along the 

coast. They will start to retreat to the higher elevated areas of SE 

Australia very soon to enjoy the cooler weather and breed. 



Hooded Plover breeding season off  to another tough start ... 
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Things are not going the way for our local Cape Paterson breeding Hooded Plovers. Cool weather, strong winds and high tides have 

played havoc with several nesting attempts along our coastline. Of the six known nesting sites in Cape Paterson under The Cape 

‘custodianship’ arrangements, we are yet to see any chicks hatch. The Pea Creek/Undertow Bay pair (Orange YW and partner) have 

had four nests with seven eggs, but none have hatched. They have started another nest scrape again in the roped off enclosure. 

Orange RY and partner at the 2nd Surf blowout have not progressed from a few nest scrapes. Further west of Wilson Rd, White AS 

and partner, and White DZ and White AW, are still about with some encouraging signs but no nest or eggs have been identified 

yet. These two pairs have little beach to work with above the high tide line.  

Above: The one egg nest on the Pea Creek estuary disappeared after a day most likely due to strong winds blowing sand over the nest 

or a high tide. The pair started another nest scrape a day or so ago (right), but half the enclosure area was obliterated by a high tide. 

Left: White AS and partner are hanging about on the 

second bay west of Wilson Rd and have very little room 

above the high tide mark to establish a nest. 

Below right: White AS is often seen foraging on the 

rocky platform in the second bay west of Wilson Rd. 

Below left: White DZ and partner White AW have also 

been seen further along the second bay west of Wilson 

Rd above the high tide mark and on the rocky platform 

foraging. 

Note: A new sign has been installed on the beach near 

the Wilson Rd access by Parks Vic advising NO DOGS 

at all are allowed west of Wilson Rd to Harmers Haven. 



A little bit of  warmth brings the reptiles out …along with 
some invertebrates and echidna 
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Plenty of snake sightings being reported with the Lowland Copperhead out and about, especially near the wetlands. And Blotched Blue-

tongued Lizards are making an appearance. Echidnas have been slow to appear but there are signs they are waking up with some good 

diggings around the estate. Keep an eye out for these guys on the roads, walking paths and in the gardens. Many thanks to residents 

Glenn (snake and echidna) and Loz (lizard) for sharing these great photos in Caper Chatter. 

Spider time ... The little bit of warmth is bringing out the spiders …. Wolf Spider and Orb Weaving Spider in the garden! 



Email: dwhartney@bigpond.com 

The Cape is on the traditional land of the 

Bunurong people 

Nature Observations around 
The Cape 

The Cape Chatter blog is a periodic newsletter produced 

by resident of The Cape, David Hartney. You can sub-

scribe to receive it automatically by email by visiting  

https://capechatter.com and signing up. The website also 

contains all sorts of nature information and pictures of the 

ecology, flora and fauna at The Cape. 

All photos shown in Cape Chatter are taken by David 

Hartney unless otherwise credited. 

Feel free to contact David by email or through the website 

to report any nature observations at The Cape.  

capechatter.com 

It was raining ‘emeralds’ … and other stunning colours 
It was hard not to notice the masses of bright green flying things recently just before the rains along with some humidity, especially 

on the walking tracks leading to the beaches at 2nd Surf and F Break. These little bugs are Green Scarab Beetles, a beautiful tiny inverte-

brate, about a cm long. They occur in large numbers and mass on vegetation which they can defoliate. Their larvae is a C shape 

grub that lives in the ground feeding on plant roots. Beautiful little things along with the colourful Damselflies! 

https://capechatter.com

